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Additional Notes


	DiagnosisRow1: Alcohol Abuse Disorder
	TriggersRow1: Stressful situations at work or at home
Parties or get togethers where alcohol is present
Places that serve alcohol that are near my home or where I work
	Coping SkillsRow1: Practice deep breathing to manage my anxiety and stress. 
Pick up a hobby that'll help me relax. 
Learn how to say no when someone offers a drink. 
Choosing a route that doesn't have a bar or restaurant that serves alcohol. 
	Support SystemRow1: Friends, Family, Co-workers, My therapist
	Lifestyle changesRow1: Incorporate a physical activity
Eat healthier 
Develop a healthier sleep schedule
Continue attending sessions with therapist 
	Relapse Warning SignsRow1: Looking for a bottle 
Going out of way to go to a bar or restaurant that serves alcohol
Feeling moody
Forgets to to follow healthy routine
Avoids meeting with friends or family
	Outcomes of RelapsingRow1: Lose my friends and family. 
Be fired from work because not sober enough on some days.
May be kicked out from my apartment. 
	Outcomes of Staying SoberRow1: Can make self and loved ones proud. 
Can focus on work and finally get a promotion soon enough.
Can save money and can finally buy a car or a house. 
	Emergency PlanRow1: Call a friend, family member, or therapist and keep their contacts as favorites on my phone.
	DateRow1: April 24, 2023
	NotesRow1: Philip attended his third therapy session. He's more open to trying coping strategies now. He's even willing to attend support group meetings weekly. 
	DateRow2: May 20, 2023
	NotesRow2: He admitted reaching for an extra bottle a week before because of something that happened at work. However, before he was able to drink, he called me and I helped him cope. 
	DateRow3: June 27, 2023
	NotesRow3: He was invited to a birthday party celebration at a bar and while he was there, he felt tempted to order an alcoholic drink. It's a good thing his friend offered a non-alcoholic alternative before he got the chance to order. Philip said that it helped. 
	DateRow4: 
	NotesRow4: 
	DateRow5: 
	NotesRow5: 
	Additional NotesRow1: 
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